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About This Game

In a world where humans worship dragons as their gods, a human girl and a dragon boy meet each other by chance.

A feudal fantasy Visual Novel - follow the story of Chi An as she struggles between the responsibility towards her family,
society, and freedom to pursue her own happiness.

STORY SUMMARY

"In my world, there’s no such thing as color."

You play as Chi An, a girl who can only see the world in black, white and shades of gray. Her view changed drastically when she
accidentally met Tian Zhao, a dragon who radiates golden light. Since then, she can no longer see the world in the same way

anymore.

However, it is forbidden for dragons and humans to be together. Will this love ever bear fruits?
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Romance, Drama & Fantasy

30+ Illustrations & 4 Endings

10 Original Soundtrack

Rated Teen 13+

LINKS

Game Homepage

Download Demo

Online Demo

Dragon Essence - Color My World - is presented to you by Zeiva Inc
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Stutters whole PC every 2 seconds, unplayable!. Did it for the cards. To those of you contemplatingbuying this game, I say this
and only this.

"Without love, it cannot be seen."

If you were ever captivated by two questions as a gamer and those questions were:

1. What can change the nature of a man?
2. What is the solution to Schodinger's cat?

Then i think you will enjoy this game immensely.. Super addicting and fun. The dark ambience and atmosphere really
contribute to the game. Soundtrack is simple but effective in contributing to the atmosphere. Pricetag makes it a no brainer!.
how can i apply this App...? I can't find this apps option in ambition mode option.
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you dont even have to complete the game to 100%..only idle for 15 mins.
Although the games is minimalisic and nice, it's pure achievement spam.

edit: cancer game with achievement spam for idling. avoid. Charming yet utterly hilarious. A real pleasure to play.. Don't waste
money on this game. Buy something else.. i tried to tab out of the game and rather than just minimizing there is a giant
black/white box covering about 70% of my screen. i wouldn't care as much if this game wasn't as boring as it was. it's cute, its
something but it's just ridiculously simple. i have spent maybe five minutes max at a time trying to play this game. as bright and
neat as it is, the storyline is bland and dull and the game itself isn't exciting there just isn't a point to play. at first i
reccommended this game to someone, and now i regret it. on the off chance that they might actually buy the game and be as
disappointed in it as i am, i don't want them to think that my taste in games is subpar. upsetting honestly, because i expected so
much i generally love puzzles and colorful ones are the best way to go but. this is just simple and childish. its upsetting.. Wow
Im the first person to review this game. Ive played many tower defence games and this one isnt a bad game. Its a challenging
game with several different biomes to play in. But must say the varitey of enemys is lacking. Their is only one music track
which btw isnt bad. The price is deffently worth it. I give Raging Titans a 3.5 out of 5 stars. Ps Graphis are pretty decent for a
unity game . Two Tumbs up!!.And almost forgot their is a leader board that keeps track of ur scoring with other online players.
Very Kool!!. zezeriskyrim: best engine
zezeriskyrim: great taste
zezeriskyrim: 8\/8

Review as of 3.8.1

Pros
1. Optimized
2. The Code they ship with the engine is sufficient enough to make a perfectly working game.
3. New voxel based features including fog and an Experimental Global Illumination
4. The Devs are more open about their work on the forums now
5. The Documentations are updated daily , with some tutorials being written slowly by the devs.
6. VR Support
Cons
1. Still no Roadmap for things to come
2. No support for any kind of Video texture , need to get scaleform from autodesk for it...

Other than that I have not hit any roadblocks using the engine since the release of EaaS.
I r8 it 8\/8 m8.. Error 404 : Challenge not found. Blackfaun is too early for access. It looks like it will eventually be a decent
rogue like. As it stands now, it is overly unclear what is happening (why am I picking up different colored hearts?, what does a
candle do?, etc) and it has some game breaking bugs. Example: After stage one my weapon dissapears and I get spammed with
error messages. This is not a one time occurance. It happens every time.

I look forward to changing my review when some of the major issues get resolved.
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